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Abstract. Classification of creditable customers from the customers
which have applied for the loan is the first step for assessing the po-
tential losses and credit exposure faced by financial institutions. So in
the present scenario, it is very important for the banks and the financial
institutes to minimize the loan defaults. One of the important strategies
is to predict the likely defaulters so that such loans are either not issued
or monitored closely after the issuance. In this paper, we have surveyed
various classification algorithms used in financial domain and various en-
semble techniques like bagging, boosting and stacking.The experimental
results and statistical tests show that this new proposed classifier en-
semble constitutes an proper solution for classification problem of credit
entries, performing better than the traditional single ensembles like bag-
ging,boosting and more significant than individual classifiers.

1 Introduction

The Indian banking system consists of 26 public sector banks, 20 private sector
banks, 43 foreign banks, 56 regional rural banks, 1,589 urban cooperative banks
and 93,550 rural cooperative banks[4].

Total lending and deposits increased at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 20.7 per cent and 19.7 per cent, respectively, during 2007-2014 and
are further poised for growth, backed by demand for housing and personal fi-
nance. Total asset size of banking sector assets is expected to increase to US$ 28.5
trillion by 2025. Along with the growth of the market, the default in the finance
market is also becoming an issue of concern. Many players in the market depend
on strong monitoring and control processes to minimize the non-performing as-
sets[6]. However, it is important to evolve effective strategies to minimize the
non-performing assets in the industry. Predictive Analytic centered on data min-
ing techniques have been used effectively to predict the default.

So our motivation behind writing this paper is to give an overview of credit
scoring system in India and machine learning algorithms used in credit scoring.
We have also covered ensemble methods in machine learning to ensemble multiple
base classifiers. For every machine learning algorithm, there is some limit beyond
that it cant fit that data. So accuracy stops at that point. If still we try to fit it
more, it leads to an over-fit problem. Ensemble tries to overcome this problem



with the use of multiple models with different ensemble techniques like bagging,
boosting or stacking. As each ensemble method is having some advantages and
disadvantages over each other. So our focus is to make an enhancement of earlier
existing ensemble methods, that will result in better results. An ensemble is a
supervised learning algorithm, because it can be trained and then used to make
predictions. The trained ensemble, therefore, represents a single hypothesis. This
hypothesis, however, is not necessarily contained within the hypothesis space of
the models from which it is built. So ensembles have shown that they have more
flexibility in the functions that they can represent.Bagging, Boosting, Stacking,
Blending and Random Forest are the well-known ensemble methods which have
given better accuracy than the individual algorithms. In this paper, we surveyed
classification algorithms Linear regression with threshold classification, Discrim-
inant analysis, Logistic regression , Decision tree , Neural network and support
vector machine. As well as we have also surveyed ensemble techniques bagging,
boosting, Stacking and Random forest. Empirically, ensembles tend to yield bet-
ter results when there is a significant diversity among the models[5]. So we have
proposed a simple solution of an ensemble of 3 diverse classifiers for two class
classification problem and which has shown significant performance improvement
than traditional ensemble and individual classifiers.

2 Methodology

Three real-world credit data sets have been taken to compare the performance
of two-level hybrid ensemble with other classifier ensembles and base classifiers.
The widely-used Australian, German and Japanese data sets are from the UCI
Machine Learning Database Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/).

Table 1 Some characteristics of data sets used in experiments.

Data set #Attributes #Good #Bad %Good %Bad

German 24 700 300 70.0 30.0
Australian 14 307 383 44.5 55.5
Japanese 15 296 357 45.354.7

2.1 Experimental protocol

The standard way to assess credit scoring systems is to employ a holdout sample
since large sets of past applicants are usually available[4]. But, here data sets
are too limited to build an accurate scorecard. So, strategies like cross-validation
are applied in order to get a good performance of the classification.

2.2 Model Evaluation

The main objective of the data mining models in this study is to be able to
predict the defaulters and non-defaulters with as much high accuracy as pos-
sible. Since there are two categories namely defaulters and non-defaulters, four



possibilities can be defined to measure the effectiveness of the models. The first
category is called the True Positives (TP) consisting of the defaulters that were
correctly predicted as defaulters by the model. The second category is the True
Negatives (TN) which consist of those non defaulters who were correctly pre-
dicted as non-defaulters[1]. The remaining two categories are False Positives
(FP) and False Negatives (FN). FP are those non defaulters who were wrongly
classified as defaulters by the model. Similarly, FN are those defaulters who
were misclassified by the model as non-defaulters. High percentage of FP im-
ply large number of non-defaulters misclassified as defaulters resulting in more
diligent follow-up which, in turn, will lead to unnecessary expenditure to the
company[2]. On the other hand, high percentage of FN will result in paying less
attention to the potential defaulters and consequently lead to a higher default
rate. In the same token, it is important to maximize the TP and TN. Needless
to say, maximizing TP and TN will automatically lead to minimizing FP and
FN.

2.3 Ensemble Models

A classifier ensemble (also referred to as committee of learners, mixture of ex-
perts, multiple classifier system) consists of a set of individually trained classi-
fiers (base classifiers) whose decisions are combined in some way, typically by
weighted or non-weighted voting, when classifying new examples (Kittler, 1998;
Kuncheva, 2004). It has been found that in most cases the ensembles produce
more accurate predictions than the base classifiers that make them up (Diet-
terich, 1997). Nonetheless, for an ensemble to achieve much better generalization
capability than its members, it is critical that the ensemble consists of highly
accurate base classifiers whose decisions are as diverse as possible (Bian & Wang,
2007; Kuncheva & Whitaker, 2003)[23]. In statistical pattern recognition, a large
number of methods have been developed for the construction of ensembles that
can be applied to any base classifier. In the following sections, the ensemble
approaches relevant for this study are briefly described.

Bagging In its standard form, the bagging (Bootstrap Aggregating) algorithm
(Breiman, 1996) creates M bootstrap samples T1, T2, ..., TM randomly drawn
(with replacement) from the original training set T of size n[9]. Each bootstrap
sample Ti of size n is then used to train a base classifier Ci. Predictions on new
observations are made by taking the majority vote of the ensemble C built from
C1,C2,...,CM . As bagging re-samples the training set with replacement, some
instances may be represented multiple times while others may be left out[7].
Since each ensemble member is not exposed to the same set of instances, they
are different from each other. By voting the predictions of each of these classifiers,
bagging seeks to reduce the error due to variance of the base classifier.

Boosting Similar to bagging, boosting also creates an ensemble of classifiers
by re-sampling the original data set, which are then combined by majority vot-



ing. However, in boosting, re-sampling is directed to provide the most informa-
tive training data for each consecutive classifier[10]. The Ada-boost (Adaptive
Boosting) algorithm proposed by Freund and Schapire (1996) constitutes the
best known member in boosting family. It generates a sequence of base classi-
fiers C1,C2,...,CM by using successive bootstrap samples T1,T2,...,TM that are
obtained by weighting the training instances in M iterations. Ada-boost initially
assigns equal weights to all training instances and in each iteration, it adjusts
these weights based on the misclassification made by the resulting base clas-
sifier[8]. Thus, instances misclassified by model Ci1 are more likely to appear
in the next bootstrap sample Ti. The final decision is then obtained through a
weighted vote of the base classifiers (the weight wi of each classifier Ci is com-
puted according to its performance on the weighted sample Ti it was trained
on).

Stacking In Wolpert’s stacked generalization (or stacking), an ensemble of clas-
sifiers is first trained using bootstrapped samples of the training data, creating
Tier 1 classifiers, whose outputs are then used to train a Tier 2 classifier (meta-
classifier) (Wolpert 1992)[11]. The underlying idea is to learn whether training
data have been properly learned. For example, if a particular classifier incorrectly
learned a certain region of the feature space, and hence consistently misclassi-
fies instances coming from that region, then the Tier 2 classifier may be able to
learn this behavior, and along with the learned behaviors of other classifiers, it
can correct such improper training. Cross validation type selection is typically
used for training the Tier 1 classifiers: the entire training data-set is divided
into T blocks, and each Tier-1 classifier is first trained on (a different set of)
T-1 blocks of the training data. Each classifier is then evaluated on the Tth

(pseudo-test) block, not seen during training[13]. The outputs of these classifiers
on their pseudo-training blocks, along with the actual correct labels for those
blocks constitute the training data-set for the Tier 2 classifier

3 Related Work

Randomized weighted majority algorithm is (RWMA) is a meta-learning algo-
rithm which ”predicts from expert advice”[15]. our idea is motivated from Ran-
domized weighted majority. [14] discusses that various versions of the Weighted
Majority Algorithm and prove mistake bounds for them that are closely related
to the mistake bounds of the best classifiers of the pool. Randomized majority
voting picks the expert from the pool of classifiers. Same approach we have taken
but rather than picking up a overall expert, we picked up class-wise expert. In
RWMA, for each wrongly predicted entry some penalty is applied to weight of
each individual classifier which is a iterative process. But with our approach, we
are using caret Ensemble and confusion matrix. So with prediction of validation
set, we can directly derive the weights with obtained confusion matrix. So the
proposed approach also has better efficiency.



4 Constructing two-level hybrid ensemble

In their most classical form, the base classifiers that comprise an ensemble corre-
spond to simple prediction models such as Linear Discriminant Analysis, Logistic
Regression, support vector machines, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Gradient
Boost, and XGBoost. However, the two level ensemble approach to classify loan
approval decision proposed extends the traditional approach of multiple classifier
systems by using an ensemble as base classifier of a higher-level ensemble.

Fig. 1. Two Level Hybrid Ensemble

In order to exploit the advantages of the two diversity induction strategies
previously mentioned (i.e., using different training sets and using different at-
tribute subsets), we here propose to construct a prediction model that integrates
the re-sampling based and the attribute-based methods into a unified two-level
classifier ensemble[3]. In summary, a two-level hybrid ensemble will consist of
positive and negative expert which are again ensemble of individual classifi-
cation algorithm. Positive expert is ensemble of different individual classifier
ensemble with weighted averaging of sensitivity and same way Negative Expert
will be build with ensemble by weighted average of specificity. General model is
ensemble by weighted average of accuracy of model.

Fig. 1 shows an architecture of two level hybrid ensemble that combines
positive expert and negative expert with a general model. We will achieve the
whole ensemble model with 3 algorithms and will be trained once. We will train
3 different and diverse algorithms. Then ours training part is complete. For
construction of positive, negative experts and general model, we will use same
three trained models. Positive Expert’s output will be calculated by weighted
average of outputs of individual base classifiers with sensitivity of each model as
a weight. Same way negative expert’s output will be calculated with specificity
of each model as a weight. And general model will be with accuracy as a weight.

We will start the process of prediction by passing the whole test set to both
positive and negative expert. If they classify a entry into their expert class(e.g
positive expert classify entry as positive) then those entries will be directly con-
sidered as the desired outputted class. For entries which they make conflict will



be sent to respective expert(e.g positive expert classify entry as negative then
that entry will be again send to negative expert) for their opinion. If respective
expert agrees then labeled with that class and if conflicts then general model’s
suggestion will be taken for those entries.

5 Experiments and Results

In order to test the validity and performance of the method just proposed, several
experiments have been carried out. The objective of this paper is to compare
the performance of method that is just proposed and the existing ensemble
techniques bagging, boosting and stacking. We have used Linear Discriminant
Analysis, Logistic Regression, Neural network, support vector machines, Decision
Tree, Random Forest, Gradient Boost, and XGBoost etc as base classifiers for
various ensembles.

The whole experimental analysis in performed in R statistical programming
language. Table 2 shows AUc values of different prediction models. As it can be
seen ensembles adabag, random forest, gbm, xgboost, blending(stacking) have
performed better than individual algorithms linear discriminant analysis, logistic
regression, neural network and support vector machine. That is as expected indi-
vidual classifiers achieve lowest AUC values than ensemble. Although differences

Classifiers/Datasets German Australian Japanese

LDA 0.6518 0.6180 0.6450

Logistic 0.6227 0.5871 0.6136

1NN 0.6040 0.6486 0.6151

NaiveBayes 0.5727 0.6112 0.7217

SVM 0.6312 0.6172 0.7411

rpart 0.5557 0.5949 0.6675

C5.0 0.5789 0.5852 0.6881

AdaBag 0.5904 0.6087 0.6677

RandomForest 0.5918 0.6384 0.6974

GBM .6305 0.6507 0.7537

XGBoost 0.6381 0.6513 0.7581

Blending 0.6418 0.6412 0.7718

2LevelEnsemble 0.6503 0.6418 0.7611
Table 1. AUC values for classifiers

in AUC may appear to be relatively low, it should be noted that even a small
increase in prediction performance can yield substantial cost savings for financial
institutions[3]. It seems therefore to be of sufficient interest the use of the two-
level classifier ensembles in credit scoring applications. The highest differences
are observed for the German and Australian credit data set, which corresponds
to unbalanced data sets with 70% positive entries where as 30% negative en-
tries and 44-56% respectively. For example, the two level hybrid ensemble has



performed better than Bagging and Boosting algorithms for majority of data
sets i.e for german data set proposed model has achieved 0.0599 than bagging,
0.0198 than boosting and 0.0085 than Blending. Blending model: Blending model
is ensemble made up of 3 algorithms gbm, rpart and treebag as base classifiers.
Another gbm is used as meta learner.

2LevelEnsemble: 2 level hybrid ensemble model is build up of three algorithms
named Gbm, rpart and treebag. Classifier is build as mentioned in section 3.
Same algorithms are used for implementation of construction of blending model
and our proposed model, So that comparison of new ensemble idea will be made
based on idea of ensemble rather than on base classifiers.

6 Conclusions and further extensions

In this work, a new ensemble idea for classification of credit entries is developed
with combination of different ensemble methods like boosting, random forest
and bagging, by keeping target of obtaining enhanced performance than single
ensembles. This strategy can also be viewed as ensemble of ensemble or a two-
level ensemble approach which combines already existing ensemble techniques.
In general, the proposed ensemble has produced the better results in terms of
area under curve, which leads to better cost savings in credit scoring applications.
Since its simplicity of building it makes it easy to build, easy to interpret. Further
research can be emerged from this study: (i) To compare the ensembles studied
in the present work with different other methods as base classifiers (for example,
blending or stacked generalization as a base classifier); and (iii) To explore the
chances of using multiple levels instead of two levels.
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